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= Abstract = The characteristics of contractile and electrical responses to various concentra
tions of extracel1ular sodium in the antrum of guinea-pig stomach were investigated in order
to elucidate the mechanisms generating and control1ing the slow wave which is known to be
responsible for the gastric motility. The results obtained were as fol1ows:

1) Tonic contraction increased as the concentration of extracel1ular sodium decreased.
However, phasic contraction gave a different response around 10 mM Na +.

2) In Na + -deficient solutions, prolongation in the second component and potentiation in
the spike component of the slow wave and membrane depolarization were observed, Those
changes became more marked with each decrement of Na + concentration.

3) In solutions below 10 mM Na +, small slow waves whose components could not be
clearly distinguished appeared at a faster frequency than it did in normal Tyrode solution.

4) In the presence of guanethidine and atropine the change described in 3) disappeared in
solutions of Na + concentration below 10 mM. Instead the same responses as described in 2)
were observable,

From the above results following conclusions can be made: As the concentration of ex
tracel1ular sodium decreases the configuration of the slow wave of the antral smooth muscle
in guinea-pig stomach changed markedly, showing prolongation in the second component,
potentiation in the spike component and depolarization in the membrane potential. These
results are direct effects of extracellular sodium on the smooth muscle cell membrane.
However, in low sodium concentration below about 10 mM, the influence of autonomic
nervous system on the slow wave becomes remarkable and above changes of the slow wave
cannot be found.
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INTRODUCTION

Rhythmic activity IS characteristic of many
smooth muscles, and frequently, electrical re
cording of the membrane potential reveals
underlying slow rhythmic depolarizations. The
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spontaneous slow rhythmic depolarizations
observed in gastrointestinal smooth muscles
which have been given various names are called
slow waves in general (Papasova et al. 1968;
Prosser and Bortoff 1968).

The typical slow wave in guinea-pig antrum is
known to consist of an early part of the slow
wave, the first component. and a following
potential, the second component. The spike
activity may appear on top of the second compo
nent. The first component occupies the bottom
part of the slow wave and the second compo
nent the upper part. In this type of slow wave




















